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Future Editor in Chief Steve Enders has a
few things to soy to the outgoing members
of ASI.

The women who served in
Vietnam present an exhibit
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Engineering staff,
faculty rewarded
By JeiwHer English
Doily Staff Writer

Three professors and two
staff members from the College
of Engineering have received
what one staff member called “a
feather in their cap.”
According to Leslie Miller, an
a d m in istra tiv e operatio n s
analyst for the College of En
gineering, one college award and
two industry awards were given
in April to recognize faculty ex
cellence. Two staff awards were
also given by the College of En
gineering for excellence in job
performance.
Recipients included Jack Wil
son, a mechanical engineering
professor who received the col
lege’s Excellence in Teaching
Award, and Unny Menon, an in
dustrial and manufacturing en
gineering professor who received
the Northrop Grumman Excel
lence in Teaching and Applied
R esearch Award. F ay sal
Kolkailah, an aeronautical en
gineering professor, earned the
Litton Excellence in Research

and Development Award.
Electrical engineering staff
members Diane Balfour and
Thomas Agayoff received Out
standing Staff Awards from the
College of Engineering.
Along with the awards, facul
ty received a certificate for
$3,000 and staff received $350.
But Kolkailah, who received
the Northrup Grumman award
after teaching 12 years at Cal
Poly, said the money was not the
most important part of the
award.
“It’s not the $3,000,” he said.
“It’s the fact that they recog
nized me.”
Wilson, who won the college’s
teaching award, said he was
surprised to be honored by his
colleagues.
“I don’t know who nominated
me,” Wilson said. “It’s always a
thrill to win teaching awards,
because that’s what we’re here
for — teaching.”
According to Miller, staff are
nominated by their co-workers.
See AWARDS page 6

SLO City Council votes
to boost garbage fees
By Matt Lanar
Doily Stoff Writer

The San Luis Obispo City
Council voted unanimously Tues
day to increase garbage and recy
cling pickup rates by a total of
7.7 percent over the next eight
months in order to develop a new
“green-waste” disposal program.
The rate increase will take
place in two stages. The first, a
4.2 percent increase, will take ef
fect on July 1. The second, a 3.5
percent increase, will take effect
on January 1, 1997.
The green-waste program, to
be implemented in July, provides

for separate pickup service for
“yard debris,” including grass
and wood.
According to the council staff
report, the new program, when
combined with the already suc
cessful curbside recycling pickup
program, will divert 45 percent
of the city’s waste away fh)m
landfills.
This figure is close to the 50percent standard required by a
new state law, according to
Mayor Allen Settle.
“I’m not for any rate increases
but California has imi>osed a
reso lu tio n of 50 p ercen t
SeeGARBAGE
GARBAGEpage
page66
See
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Atheist gay
gets religion
beat in Texas
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Journalist talks to Poly
about breaking barriers
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By Tm Bragg
Doily Stoff Writer

If you think writing about
religion for a major daily
newspaper in Texas would be a
challenging assignment, imagine
trying to do so successfully as a
highly opinionated, liberal, gay.
Latino atheist.
That’s the task facing Juan
Palomo, religion and beliefs
writer for the Austin AmericanStatesman in Austin, Texas.
Palomo spoke at Cal Pbly
Tuesday night about his work.
He describes how he reconciles
the subject he covers with his
own beliefs on religion, and how
his sexuality has influenced
people’s opinions about his work.
Palomo said he “never had
any ambitions to cover religion
whatsoever.”
Palomo, whose parents were
migrant farm workers, began his
journalism career by helping out
a friend who owned a small com
munity newspaper.
He went on to a distinguished
career at the Houston Post where
he covered the Caribbean and
Central America. He reported on
the many wars plaguing the
region, including the one in
Nicaragua.
In addition to his love of
reporting, Palomo loved to write
editorials. He won first place in
editorial writing in the 1993
Katy awards sponsored by the
the Press Club of Dallas in 1993
and by the 'Texas AP Managing
Editors in 1992.
In 1992 he was voted Most In
furiating Columnist in a Houston
Press survey. But things were
about to change.
Palomo’s ■newspaper, the
Houston Post, went out of busi
ness.
ness. Palomo
Palomo and
and his
his colleagues
colleagues
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As an atheist, Juan R. Palomo said covering religion and beliefs for a
newspaper in Texas expands his and others' horizons / Daily photo by Joe
Johnston

were out of work and Houston
was left w ith only one
n e w s p a p e r , a co m m o n
phenomenon in many large
American cities.
When the editor in chief of the
Austin American-Statesman of
fered Palomo a chance to write a
column on religion, he hesitated
at first. Most stories about
religion in newspapers Palomo
had seen were buried on the back
page of the lifestyle section.
But he decided to take the job
because of his own desire to work
again and because he was given
assurances that his stories would
run prominently in the paper.
Eventually, Palomo became
more
more and
and interested
interested inin people’s
people’s

systems of belief.
“I’m intrigued by organized
religion,” he said. “It’s a growth
industry dealing with the fun
dam ental subject of being
human.”
Palomo said the trend toward
more religious coverage is a good
thing, and he hopes it will end
the sense of distrust between the
press and the major religious
structure.
Palomo is no stranger to
religion. Like most Latinos, he
grew up a Catholic.
But he said he soon became
disenchanted with both Chris^ianitv and all organized
See PALOMO page 8

Space club blasts off, hopes to launch Shuttle experiments
By JennHer Cornelius
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At one time or another, al
most everyone dreams of flying
in the Space Shuttle.
If that seems out of reach,
perhaps building space experi
ments to fly onboard the Space
Shuttle may satisfy your dreams.
The Cal Poly Space Systems
Club is offering students the op
portunity to design, manage,
build and fly space hardware
projects.
The new clubs’ first meeting
will be today from 4 p.m to 6 p.m
in building 52, room five.
Representatives of Hughes

Space and Communications,
TRW
TRWSnace
Spaceand
andElectronics,
Electronics,and
and
Space Information Labs (SIL)
will be speaking at the club’s
first meeting.
Participation in the club is not
limited to those in the aerospace
department.
Aerospace professor Ed Avila,
co-adviser with aerospace profes
sor Faysal Kolkailah, stressed
that students from a number of
different areas are needed to
make the club a success.
The club hopes to draw stu
dents “with knowledge in
aerospace, microprocessor con
trol, computer programming,
electronics, mechanisms and

. . .
. . . .
The Cal Poly Space Systems Club is offering students the opportunity
to design, manage, build and fly space-hardware projects.
structure and more,” Avila said.
These areas can draw people
from a number of different
majors.
,
The idea for the Space Sys
tems Cluh came about in
response to a spacecraft design
class that was first offered in the
fall and taught by Avila. The
class will become a three-quarter
sequence next year.
“The new curriculum has led

to the need for a hands-on
hardware club that deals in
space-related projects,” Avila
said.
In a news release, Avila said
that one of the first hardware
projects for the club will be to
select and prototype several
space experiments and fly them
onboard the Space Shuttle using
an existing, space-proven GetAway-Special (GAS) canister

developed
developedbybySIL.
SIL.
rr.i
.i. .be a
The GAS project. will
joint effort with the Endeavour
Astronautics Academy, which is
operated by SIL at Arroyo
Grande High School.
The Space Systems Club will
also offer an avenue for other
student-managed projects that
may be supported by industry,
the news release said.
This will allow students to
take advantage of various lab
and fabrication facilities at the
university and complement the
curriculum of several academic
departments, the news release
added.
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Survivors affirm blighted ferry
jam-packed with people, cargo

May
TO P
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I luirsday
6 days left in spring quarter

By Korin Davies

T O D A Y 'S W EATHER: cloudy, light winds

Associoted Press

T O M O R R O W 'S W EATHER: portly cloudy, light winds
To d ay's h ig h /lo w : 80s/50s Tom o rro w 's h i ^ / l o w : 80s/50s

Today
A night of laughter and fun with Lalo Guerro, Chicano master musician

and musical legend is taking place in the Sandwhich Plant at 8 p.m.
The Physics Student Colloquium will discuss three topics at 11:10 a.m.
building 52, room E-45. Scott King will discuss "Looping Controils and
Vortices," Bob Mathews will speok on "Magnetism in Amorphous Materials"
and Darin Soukup will discuss "Dogs of Tahiti; Inclined Dipolar States and
Transitions."

Upcoming
The 1996 College of Business Awards Banquet is taking place May

30 in Chumash Auditorium from 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. To attend please bring
$5 to Jere Ramsey's office in building 3, room 101. For more information,
call Ryan Azus at 541-6077.
A free barbecue is being offered to all EE and CPE 05303662
[ '
''
noon to 2 p.m. at Santa Rosa Park. Tickets can be picked up in building 20,
room 115. For more information, call 594-0728.
Agenda Item s: c/o Natosho Collins
G ra p h ic A rts , 2 2 6 C a l P oly
S a n Lu is O b isp o , C A 9 3 4 0 7

Advertising: 756*1143
Editorial: 756-1796
Fax: 756-6784
***Pleose sobmit information at least three days prior to the event***
Due to the excessive demand, not aN items submitted to the Agenda section w ill he printed. In
order to guarantee pubfication, an advertisement must be purchased. Agenda information w ill be
printed exactly as it is received (i.e . spelling, times and dates).

MWANZA, Tanzania — The
heavily overloaded ferry pitched
from side to side, throwing pas
sengers out of berths and onto
wave-flooded decks.
“I jumped. I decided I’d rather
die in the lake than go down
with the boat,” Grodfrey Simango,
a 23-year-old survivor, said Wed
nesday from his hospital bed.
The final toll, according to the
government: 549 passengers and
crew presumed drowned in Lake
Victoria when the ferry MV
Bukoba capsized Tuesday. One
hundred and fourteen others
were pulled alive from the lake.
Passengers said Captain
Rume Mwiru and crewmen ac
cepted bribes to allow people
without tickets to board the ship
at the western port that gave the
ferry its name.
The MV Bukoba was carrying
222 more passengers than its of
ficial capacity, agreed William
Kusila, the Tanzanian minister
for communication and transpor
tation. But he insisted its cargo
load was within allowable limits,
a statement passengers disputed.
He said the government
would hire a foreigfn consultant
to ensure an unbiased investiga
tion of the disaster, since the
company that owned the ferry is
state-owned.
In Kemondo, m erchants
anxious to get their fruits and
vegetables to market in Mwanza
broke down a port barrier to
board the ship, survivor Justin
Lwakatare said from his bed in

S t a y On L i n e F r e e
All S u m m e r L o n g . . .
With Ricochet Wireless Modem and Service
Subscribe to Special Academic Package by May 31,1996,
and get June, July & August Free.*
✓ With Ricochet, you can get on line no
matter where you are ...on or around
campus and throughout the San
Francisco Bay Area

Bugando Medical Center.
Port officials did nothing to
stop them, he said.
“As soon as we left Kemondo,
the ship started to sway. From
the shore people shouted, ‘Come
back, you are in danger,”’ said
Lwakatare.
Lwakatare, a 25-year-old
banana seller, was one of the few
on board who knew how to swim.
As he spoke, his eyes flooded
with tears of grief over his
nephew’s death.
Simango also claimed the boat
was badly overloaded. “There
were so many people standing in
the corridors, you couldn’t pass
through, ” he said.
After riding badly in the
water the whole night, the ferry
had nearly finished its 12-hour
journey when it pitched from
side to side, throwing passengers
out of berths and onto waveflooded decks, survivors said. It
swiftly capsized eight miles
northwest of Mwanza, Tan
zania’s largest port on Lake Vic
toria.
Capt. Cleophas Magoge,
manager of the marine division
of state-owned Tanzania Railway
Corp. said the ferry capsized sud
denly at 7:30 a.m.
“The captain didn’t even have
time to radio an SOS,” he said,
adding the vessel did not sink
until 3:05 p.m.
Passengers trapped in an air
pocket in the hull begged for help
for hours. “People were hammer
ing on the bulkheads,” he said.
Rescuers cut a hole in the hull
with an oxyacetylene torch. The

air escaped and the ship sudden
ly sank, he said.
Simango, a prison guard,
clung to a life preserver, bobbing
amid luggage, slowly sinking
cars and bananas. He despaired
when the first rescue boat, a fish
ing boat packed with survivors,
passed him as it returned to
shore.
“I thought I would die,”
Simango said. He was rescued
six hours later.
Survivors said the ferry had
few life jackets, and they were
difficult to reach. Eunice
Kararuki, 41, said a buoy of
bananas kept her afloat for two
hours until she was saved.
Captain Mwiru, feverish and
complaining of chest pains at the
hospital, refused to comment on
the accident and referred all
questions to the ferry boat
owner, Tanzania Railway Corp.
The state-owned company also
remained silent.
President Benjamin Mkapa,
presiding over a memorial ser
vice attended by thousands at a
soccer stadium, was loudly ap
plauded when he promised to
“investigate so that we know the
cause, and in future, ship owners
will take precautions to prevent
another tragedy.”
Divers were to begin cutting
apart the ferry’s hull Thursday
so more bodies could be
retrieved, the president said.
Hundreds of people were trapped
inside when the ferry sank in 90
feet of water.
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White H ouse an nou n ces
Clinton w ould sign bill
outlawing gay m arriage
By Lauro Medüer
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton would sign legislation
pending in Congress to outlaw
gay marriages, his spokesman
said Wednesday. In angry reac
tion, a gay-rights group
withdrew an invitation for a
White House adviser to speak at
a dinner next month.
Clinton is on record opposing
same-sex marriages, and the
White House already had said
the president might sign the bill.
But press secretary Mike
McCurrys firm statement that
Clinton would sig^ the bill
prompted the Human Rights
Campaign to withdraw its in
vitation for White House adviser
George Stephanopoulos to speak
at a dinner in San Francisco on
June 15. He already had ac
cepted the invitation.
“This is a time to fortify the
community,” Russ Roeca, cochairman of the event, said in a
statement. “We need voices of
strength and hope, and at the
moment ,
George
Stephanopoulos is neither.”
Stephanopoulos did not
return a call seeking comment.
Religious conservatives lob
bying for the measure responded
that they are pleased Clinton
will sign the bill but said it
doesn’t make up for his support
of other gay issues.

“I must admit that I’m suspi
cious that his statement today is
merely part of the now wellpublicized effort to look like a
conservative candidate for presi
dent,” said Gary Bauer, presi
dent of the conservative Family
Research Council.
The head of the Human
Rights Campaign agreed that it
was a tactical move.
“The signing of the bill is a
capitulation to political religious
extremist organizations,” said
Elizabeth Birch, executive direc
tor of the group that lobbies on
gay and lesbian issues.
“We are saddened and very
disappointed that the president
needed to deal with this in a
politically expedient manner.”
The White House has com
plained that Republicans are
using the issue as a political tool
and a “wedge issue.” But McCurry said Clinton would sign the
legislation if it were to pass as
currently written. Similar bills
are before committees in the
House and Senate.
“The president doesn’t have
objections to the two things the
bill does,” he said. “One, it says
that no state is forced to recog
nize another state’s codification
of the union. And then the
second thing it does is it says
that marriage is a union be
tween a single man and a single
woman.”
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Angry Democrats call foul over
GOP’s minimum wage loophole
By David Espo
Assotiated Press

WASHINGTON — Backed by
President Clinton’s veto threat.
Dem ocrats accused House
Republicans on Wednesday of
trying to sabotage an increase in
the minimum wage by creating a
loophole to exempt millions of
workers.
“If Congress sends me a bill to
eliminate the minimum wage
and wage protections for millions
of workers, I will veto it,” Clinton
said in a written statement is
sued as debate began belatedly
on the House floor.
Republicans defended their
proposal as necessary to prevent
the loss of jobs as labor costs
rise. The purpose behind several
GOP provisions, said Speaker
Newt Gingrich, is to help “small
business and help create jobs for
the very people who most need
that very first job.”
The minimum wage proposal
its e lf, opposed by m any
Republicans, would establish a
90-cent increase in two steps
over the current $4.25 an hour, a
50-cent hike on July 1 and a 40cent increase a year later.
Republican leaders agreed to
permit a vote on the measure
only after about two dozen GOP
moderates broke ranks this
spring and joined Democrats in
supporting the increase.
Debate on the measure was
delayed for several hours as the
Republican leaders counted votes
in private on several controver
sial issues. By early evening,
there was no word on whether

the House would be held in ses
sion past midnight to complete
the bill or would quit for the
night and return on Thursday.
The furor over a projjosed ex
emption for small businesses was
the latest incarnation of a brutal
political struggle over an in
crease in the minimum wage
that Democrats and Clinton have
been demanding for months.
Supporters say an increase is
necessary because, when infla
tion is taken to account, the pur
chasing power of the minimum
wage is at a 40-year low. Op
ponents say an increase would
result in lost jobs as business ad
justed to higher labor costs.
In a statement that echoed
Democratic comments made ion
the House floor, Clinton said,
“We must not tolerate sweat
shops and a repeal of wage
protections for millions of
Americans as a condition of as
suring a living wage for some
workers.”
Injecting the presidential
campaign into the debate, Clin
ton also called on Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, the
GOP presidential candidate-tobe, to “join me in oppK)sing this
extreme measure.”
Dole’s Senate spokesman had
no immediate response to the
president.
B u t in floor d e b a te .
Republicans offered a strong
rebuttal.
Rep. David Dreier, R-Calif,
said, “Increasing a federally
mandated minimum wage is a
job killer. It’s something that’s

going to jeopardize jobs for” lowwage workers.
Gingrich and the rest of the
GOP leadership had been refus
ing to permit a vote. They
re le n te d w hen th e GOP
moderates began urging passage
this spring.
Behind Gingrich and House
Majority Leader Dick Armey of
Texas, Republicans then decided
to combine the measure with
their own provisions to lessen
economic repercussions of higher
labor costs.
A series of small business tax
cuts was readily accepted by
Democrats and the White House.
They grudgingly agreed to swal
low provisions curtailing the im
pact of the minimum wage in
crease, including a 90-day train
ing wage of $4.25 per-hour for
young first-time workers.
Then when Republicans said
late Tuesday night they also
wanted to exempt small busi
nesses with less than $500,000 in
annual incomes. Democrats
vowed to fight.
“What they’re seeking to do in
a crafty way today is to blow
holes in it and wreck it,” said
House Democratic leader Dick
Gephardt of Missouri. He said if
the small-business exemption is
approved on the House floor, he
and other Democrats would opt
out.
In an interview . Labor
Secretary Robert Reich said not
only would the exemption deny
minimum wage increase to many
workers, it would roll back labor
law protections in other areas.
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T H R O ' THE D O O R

OPINION

R E P O R - T E R ' S N O T E BOO K

The Unabomber:
...foul drains and Ge-stell
b y R a n d y D a v is
With years of psychological dissection yet to be visited upon the
alleged Unabomber, Theodore Kacz3niski, I thought it might be ap
propriate to take a moment to place his words alongside those who
have sp)oken out against the effects of technology. But first, a few
words from Kaczynski himself,
^
t “We therefore advocate a revolution against the industrial sys|tem... This is not to be a POLITICAL Revolution. Its object will be
to overthrow not government but the economic and technological
basis of the present society (paragraph four).”
In his manifesto, Kaczynski goes to some length to justify his
revolutionary acts and the thought behind these acts. For instance:
The social disruption of today is certainly not the result of mere
chance. It can only be the result of the condition of life that the sys
tem imposes on people... I f the system succeeds in imposing suffi
cient control over human behavior to assure its own survival, a new
watershed in human history will have passed. Whereas formerly
the limits of human endurance have imposed limits on the develop
ment of societies... industrial-technology society will be able to pass
those limits by modifying human beings, whether by psychological
methods or biological methods or both. In the future, social systems
will not be adjusted to suit the needs of human beings. Instead,
human beings will be adjusted to suit the needs of the system (26).
My suspicion is that most readers will nod in at least partial
sympathy to this statement. Be it cell phones, genetic engineering
or the rise of the pharmo-capitalists who are making today look
like Aldous Huxley’s “Brave New World” with their flood of anti
depressants like Prozac and BuSpar, most of us have serious ques
tions about where science and technology are headed. And with
good c«ise. As we shall see, Kaczynski’s words belong to a tradition
Iwhich discusses the dangers of scientific thought, the rational mind
and technology. Let us turn our attention to the lineage Kaczynski’s
words belong to.
The advent of Rationalism, scientific thought and the Indus
trial Revolution had a particular effect on artists. Many became
alarmed at the privileging of reason, the “facts” of science over in
tuition and the imagination and our increeming estrangement from
Nature. Swift offered this contemptuous assessment of the abstract
scientific mind in his satire, “Gulliver’s 'Travels.”
And although they are dextrous enough upon a piece of paper, in
the management of the rule, the pencil and the divider, yet in all the
common actions and behavior of life I have not seen a more clumsy,
ackward and unhandy people, nor so slow and perplexed in their
conceptions upon all other subjects, except those of mathematics and
music. They are very bad reasoners and vehemently given to opposi
tion... Imagination, fancy and invention, they are wholly strangers
to, nor have they any words in their language by which those ideas
can be expressed...
j From Swift’s harsh words in 1726 let us move to 1835 and hear
Iwhat Alec de 'Ibqueville thinks as he looks out upon a seat of indus
try, Manchester England in 1835:
From this foul drain the greatest stream of human industry flows
out to fertilize the whole world. From this filthy sewer pure gold
flows. Here humanity attains its most complete development and its
most brutish, here civilization works it miracles and civilized man
its turned almost into a savage.
Eventually technology got the attention it deserved from the
philosophers. For instance, Martin Heidegger termed the force of
technology which allows us to make use of the cultural and natural
iobjects of the world as Ge-stell. Ge-stell is not under our control.
Professor Carl Mitcham sums Heidegger in this area, “Modem
science is characterized by an objectification of the natural world,
ithe re-representation of the world in mathematical terms that neclessarily leave our of account its earthiness, thus setting up the
Ipossibility for producing objects without true individuality or
Ithinghood.”
j I ask if this sounds like the world we see before us. Are we our of
tough with individuality and the true nature of existence — do we
Ieven ponder the questions of existence unless forced to?
I By familiarizing ourselves with the Unabomber’s Manifesto, we
Imay find ourselves more akin to Kaczynski and less like the tech
nological industrial society he claims to revolt against. What would
have been our reaction if Kaczynski had simply attacked technol
ogy and not killed and maimed? What if his acts had been purely
symbolic? Wouldn’t many of us cheered on a “revolutionary figure”
who played games with corporations and factories instead of with
people’s lives?
Randy Davis is an English senior.
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Free speech, bananas and lawyers
I disapprove of what you say, but will defend to the death your right to say it. — Voltaire

I

got my first letter yesterday, and I’m not even edi- to throw away, at my discretion, any letter from the
tor yet. Already in the hot seat, and
public (including ASI). I reserve the right
I haven’t even had the chance to
hy Steve Enders
t-o>^ot read your letters, and especially to
step into Mr. Plemons’ big shoes.
not print them.”
The letter came from Mr. David A. Juhnke, from
How do ya like them bananas? Let’s put this issue
the Sinsheimer, Schiebelhut and Baggett law firm, on an equal playing field here. If the public can’t speak
which provides legal advice and counsel to ASI.
to ASI, then the public can’t speak to us either. By
The letter was in response to a memoran—
t he way, this resolution passed unanimously,
dum I sent to ASI, stating that Mustang Daily
Juhnke wrote in his letter, “This is not a
was upset because ASI had violated the
free speech issue.” Free speech is exactly
Brown Act in passing resolution 96-08
. vV.-^..og ^
what this is about, Mr. Junkhe.
The fact that the education
against Gail Wilson and all non-mem
O :
code neglects to say anything
bers of ASI.
about allowing the public to
Oops, I screwed up.
speak to the board of ASI
At the last ASI meeting, Jason
means nothing. I think it
Plemons apologized for the memo
is inherent, in laws re
randum, which we found to be in
garding open meet
correct. ASI didn’t violate the
ings, that members of
Brown Act, but we feel it
has violated sections of
;% k
the public have a
right to speak their
the California Edu
• •
minds no matter how
cation Code stat
much persistence
ing that meet
they use in doing so.
ings must be
0
Of course, I am not a lawyer,
“open and
I am just a measley editor who hap
public.”
pens to think that the right to speak
H o w is important. Another idea: let’s let
ever, Mr.
a court of law decide for us; they’ll
Juhnke, in his
be glad to interpret this minor
infinite wisdom,
detail.
says that the California
Reverting to my short term here
Education Code says
at Cal Poly, I have never heard
nothing about ASI per
Wilson “personally attack”
mitting members of the
Harrigan. Granted, open fo
public to speak at its
rum is not the place for per
meetings.
sonal attacks.
Mr. Juhnke is
A personal attack
right on — the edu
against Harrigan would
cation code doesn’t
go something like this:
say squat about
“Polly Harrigan sucks
ASI or its need to
because she’s no good.”
provide for public
But the statement,
input. However, I
“Polly Harrigan is an
think the law is
inept ASI executive
open to some
director because she
needed in ter
hasn’t followed
pretation here,
auditor’s reports
which is vv(hy
and lacks fiscal
we at Mus
HI«*'
responsibility” is
tang Daily
keep raising
not a personal
attack in my
such a big
book.
Now,
s t i n k
¥
about all
th a t s ta te 
this.
ment may not
be true, but
AS I
neither was
has re
fused to even consider the f>ossibility that it is in viola the first one. The first was clearly a personal attack.
tion of a law with an important facet of free speech in The second should be considered, I think.
I have now successfully executed my freedom of
addressing a governing board, or “nonprofit corpora
speech. If ASI thinks it is so high and mighty that it
tion” (which ASI is).
I really feel for Polly Harrigan. Because I haven’t shouldn’t have to allow itself to be open to public dis
been around for a full 10 years of Gail Wilson-abuse, I course, fine. But I sure am proud that anyone can say
cannot vouch for Harrigan being “personally attacked.” whatever the heck they want to say within the pages of
this pap>er.
Since I have been here, Wilson has been ________
ASI, you can do whatever you want.
a nag, a p>est and a thorn in the side of
Let's put this
As far as I am concerned, this issue is
ASI. She has even been a bit of a pain in
not over yet by any means. I think I’ll
the neck of Mustang Daily. But the an
issue on an equal
even start a weekly column dedicated
swer is not to ban her and all the rest of
playing field here.
to breaking this resolution apart, un
ASI non-members from speaking to ASI
til I get everyone on this campus so
without an invitation.
If
the
public
can't
pissed ofiF.that they come demanding
I have an idea: let’s pass resolution
the repeal of your stupid, ineffective
MD-08. This resolution will go into ef
speak to ASI, then
resolution.
fect when I become editor in chief next
the
public
can't
How’s that for a personal attack?
year. It states:
“Be it resolved that non-members of
speak to us either.
Mustang Daily (ASI) will not have any
more “letters to the editor” privileges. Furthermore,
Steve Enders is a Daily Staff Writer and will be Edi
as future tyrant of Mustang Daily, I reserve the right tor in Chief next year. Live in fear.-D.R
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jMemoxies still linger in the minri« of tw o Central Coast residents
of a w ar th at many of us are familiar with, but can 't relate to.

\

Vietnam.

&
It w as a w ar that took the lives of many American men, but w hat about
the hundreds of female nurses and Red Cross workmrs who served?

k'» -I*-

Thanks to Sharon Lewis Dickerson, the women of the Vietnam w ar have not bemi forgc^ten.
Out of mutual need to connect with other women who served in military and civilian
capacities, Dickerson organized a group named “Sisters in W ar... FriendS in Peace,"
which brought together women who haven’t shmed their stories.

ii;

f* -,

“The Vietnam W ar is a primary focus in my life," Dickerson said.
“I w asn’t ready to come out and discuss my experiences until after 1990.”
See VIE’TNAM / page B4
Design by John Buratto
Photo« cotat««y ot «xhibtt
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Student’s award reveals vast musical history
By Matt Berger
Doily Sto ff W riter

Alex Wong put on his tuxedo,
pulled his shiny, black hair into a
ponytail and stepped onto the
stage at the Church of the
Nazarene in Pismo Beach.
He had a smile pasted on his
face — mainly because he had
won the $3,000 Alice Nelson

Scholarship and was about to
become the feature performer
with the San Luis Obispo County
Symphony, but also because of all
the attention.
His performance with the
orchestra won an enthusiastic
response and adulation from the
audience, along with a standing
ovatipn.
“I love it,” Wong, 21, said with a
grin as he reflected on a recent
performance. “I guess I’m just one
of those attention-starved kids. I
couldn’t imagine myself doing
anything but performing.”
The San Francisco native won
the scholarship for his perfor
mance on the marimba, a wooden
mallet percussion instrument
similar to the xylophone.
“He was spectacular,” Music
professor Craig Russell said. “He
plays extremely artistically. I’m
terribly proud of him."
Wong began playing the marim
ba while studying music at Cal
Poly. As a percussion student, he
had to learn to play instruments
from three areas of percussion,
including timpani, traps and aux
iliary drums and mallet percus

sion. Unlike many percussion stu
dents, he focused his attention on
mallet percussion.
“I used to hate it because I
sucked at it,” Wong said. But after
a lot of practice, his love-hate
relationship proved to be valu
able.
Wong played “Concertino for
Marimba” by Paul Crestón, a
20th-Century composer, and

“Dual Excursions for flute and
marimba” by Mark Watters, dur
ing the competition for the award.
His prize-winning performance
enabled Wong to perform the
Crestón piece with the symphony.
With this most recent accom
plishment, Wong is gaining
momentum in his effort to become
a professional musician, but his
place in the classical music spot
light has come with difliculty and
controversy.
While participating in numer
ous Cal Poly orchestras and
ensembles and playing percussion
for three years with the SLO
County Symphony, Wong has also
been flghting for recognition in
another form of music.
When Wong is not performing
with a symphony or an orchestra,
he is banging away on his drums
with the Din Pedals, his rock
band.
“I grew up pla3Óng classical and
jazz. When I started with Din
Pedals it wasn’t familiar to me,”
Wong said. “I was used to express
ing myself by how hard the pas
sage was that I was playing.”
One reason Wong said he likes

playing both types of music is
because of the different emotional
impacts they have on him, some of
which are more visual.
“Classical music is a really big
thing for me. It really affects me,
but so does rock,” Wong said.
“People don’t see it visually when
playing classical music but it real
ly has an effect.”
While on stage with an orches
tra or symphony, it would be diffi
cult to express the same emotions
he can while playing with his
band in Los Angeles, where Wong
says the group is gaining expo
sure.
When he is behind his drum set
with the Din Pedals, the emotion
is very visual. His hair, freed from
the restricting ponytail, obscures
his face. The distinguished image
he has while wearing a tuxedo
turns into a chaotic flailing of
drumsticks while he is in jeans
and a T-shirt. But one thing that
doesn’t change when he plays
classical and rock is his intensity.
“You’re sometimes told to spe

«a to fw

Scholarship recipient Alex Wong has vastly d ifferent musical sides /

cialize in something,” Russell said
about Wong’s variety of talents.
“But I don’t think that’s the case
with Alex. The precision of one
and the energy of the other I
think make him a better musi
cian.”
Wong described rock’s negative
perceptions.
“Rock is not going to be as tech
nically difficult or musically chal
lenging as learning a Liszt piano
concerto,” he said. “People say

Doily photo courtesy of Alex Wong

that because the music isn’t what
they practiced 15 hours a day for,
it doesn’t deserve respect.”
Wong’s musical career remains
uncharted yet prosperous. He said
he plans to continue with the
band and study classical music.
“It’s what I want to do. I can’t
not like both things I’m doing,” he
said. “I’m not just going to give up
on one of them, but I wish that
people would try to respect the
other school more than they do.”

Cal Polys choirs to join in long-awaited performance for fans
“It’s a good time to join forces
and explore some of the pieces
Doiiy Staff Writer
that are written for the orchestra
On another night, the salmon- and the choir,” said Lau.
As part of the program, the
colored walls and brown velvet
curtains framing the stage of the Women’s Choir will be performing
Cal Poly Theatre would be accom Baldassare Galuppi’s “Dixit
panied by silence. Padded seats Dominus.” Polyphonies will be
would lie resting against their accompanied by the Chamber
metal backs, dormant in the still Orchestra in a Franz Schubert
air beneath the raised ceiling of mass and the Men’s Chorus will
be joined by guest singer Kenneth
the hall.
Knight in Edvard Grieg’s “Part
Not this Saturday.
At 8 p.m. the theater will be Songs for Male Voices.” The choirs
fllled with the sounds of sweet will also sing a set of spirituals
voices raised in song against a together.
Knight, who has toured exten
backdrop of orchestra music. For
sively
and worked with the SLO
the first time in many years, the
Cal Poly Choirs will be perform Mozart Festival Chorus, was cho
ing with the Cal Poly Chamber sen as a guest based on past per
Orchestra during the annual formances in the area. He will be
singing Vaughan Williams’ “Five
Spring Concert.
According to Fred Lau, Mystical Songs,” with chorale
Chamber Orchestra conductor accompaniment by the combined
and music professor, the orches choirs.
“(Kenneth) is a wonderful
tra has been active at Poly for
singer
and a marvelous musi
three years, ending a hiatus
which began before he came to cian,” said Tom Davies, music
Poly five years ago.____________ professor and director of the Cal
By Jennifer Engish

Poly Choirs. “I wanted the stu
dents to get a chance to see some
one with his talent.”
Heather Smyth, a mechanical
engineering senior and member of
the coed Pol)rphonics choir, said
the group practices in class four
hours a week for three months
before each concert.
“One of the things I’ve like
about the choir is the opportunity
to expand beyond my major,”
Smyth said. “I enjoy meeting
other people and getting challeng
ing stuff to sink my teeth into.”
Smyth also said she felt that
not enough students know about
Cal Poly’s choir program, which
has 73 members, or how to get
involved in it.
Davies anticipates a turnout of
300 to 350 people.
“We’ve had pretty good crowds
lately,” he said. “We particularly
like to have students turn out.”
Tickets are $5 for students and
$7.50 for the public at the the
ater’s ticket office.
LUBE.OIL & FILTER
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;norance is bliss for fans of ‘Fools’
Which leads to the masterful
script itself. Without its witty play
Only a fool would have missed Cal on words through the characters’
Poly Theatre’s final production of the lack of reasoning, the comedy would
have been, for the most part, a crisis.
season last weekend.
With a seemingly flawless execu Simon manages to keep the town’s
tion on its last performance ignorance humorous and avoids
Saturday, the cast of “Fools” provid becoming annoying.
Despite these people’s complete
ed a genuinely funny effort that
cluelessness, the audience rallied for
entertained the packed audience.
Coming from writer Neil Simon of them against the dreaded curse.
“The Odd Couple” fame, the script This kept the two-hour play going.
followed an energetic school teacher The audience was addressed directly
through the charac
named
Leon
ters’
private
Tolchinsky into a
thoughts. Malkin
Russian town in
was unabashed in
1890
plagued
having characters
with a curse of
admit
that the sin
ignorance. The
gle blue spotlight
whole
town
shining on them
lacked common
signified
inner
sense or intelli
thoughts.
gence of any
The characters’
kind. This laid
ongoing dialogue
the groundwork
with the audience
for comedy at the
kept the play per
expense of pure ■
sonal and comical
stupidity.
as the audience
But the stu
cheered the hero
pidity did not
and hissed at the
hinder “Fools.” It
villain.
contained
so
But the hissing
many
strong
points that none Ko|y
^ Morgon are part of the "Fook'’
good fun.
were overshadcourtesy of Col Poly Theotre
Christopher Ward,
who played Count
owing.
Though no one aspect shines Yousekevitch, was a favorite of the
above the rest, several are worth “Fools.” His facial expressions
evoked continual responses. He too,
mentioning.
First, the directing. Cal Poly talked to the audience, bouncing
Theatre professor Michael Malkin back and forth from devious villain
flexed his theatrical muscles once to attention-starved boy. Ward
again. Every detail was practiced superbly portrayed his not-quite-evil
and smooth, showing Malkin’s mas character.
Count Yousekevitch’s rival, school
tery of the various aspects of theater.
teacher
Tolchinsky (played by Aaron
The cast members had their
respective characters’ actions and Morgan) was loved from his eager
dialogue prerfected, giving them a entrance, to his perfected imitation
realistic life of their own. Malkin of a frustrated teacher with unteachfocused on only 10 characters in the able students. His dry sarcasm to
script, making identification by the the audience captured its attention
audience easier. With the long, com throughout the show.
Though the entire cast was worthy
plicated nature of the Russian
of honorable mention, the facial
names, this was a blessing.
None of the actors overportrayed expressions of Dr. Zubritsky (played
their characters’ innate stupidity. by Robert W. Peterson) captured the
The portrayals had a subtle sweet essence of the zany play. From the
ness, and each of their misunder moment he stepped onto the stage
until the closing curtain, he kept a
standings produced a comic result.
By Erin Massey
Doiy Arts Editor

/
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chronic squinting eye on the crowd,
giving him the ignorant look embod
ied by the entire clan.
Much of the characters’ successes
came from the excellent set design.
David Thayer created a multi-level
set that gave the impression of an iso
lated town surrounded by country
side.
The best part of the set was the col
orful village houses that took on a
cartoonish look. The front of the set’s
main house opened on hinges to
reveal a living room that housed
scences.
With the sets, script and cast, the
only drawback to the hilarious play
was it didn’t last longer. Cal Poly
could use a little exposure to profes
sional-quality theater, especially
before the Performing Art Center
ushers us into that realm.

mw-

Kurt Guba is Charlie Chaplin and
Tim Casto plays a ] 920's cop in
the Melodrama's revue / Daily
photo courtesy of the Melodrama

Melodramas latest production has gags, jokes
to engage fans in its first full vaudeville revue
dead ringer for a young Danny Kaye. Casto’s high
energy and comic timing are a treat to watch. His
Dody Stoff Writer
Tired of the same old drink-yourself-silly down wacky doctor routine is sure to be a favorite scene.
In addition to great performances by the actors,
town scene? Looking for a new place that doesn’t
the
theater itself adds much to the complete expe
require a hand stamp?
rience.
If so, you might want to give the Great
Seating consists of several tables down near the
American Melodrama’s latest offering a chance.
stage
and a gallery that covers three walls. The
For the first time in 21 years, the Melodrama is
performing a full vaudeville revue. This extreme arrangement gives a close, yet comfortable feel
ly entertaining show pulls the audience along for that seems to help the audience connect with each
two-and- a-half hours as it showcases ever)dhing other.
In an age where the word “interactive” is tossed
irum the slapstick of Charlie Chaplin to the com
around
like a Frisbee, this show is the very defin
edy duo of (Jeorge Burns and Gracie Allen.
With rapid-fire jokes and sight gags galore, the ition of the word. The audience is encouraged to
show will not give the audience the option of tun boo, hiss and cheer at appropriate times. During
ing out for even a moment for fear of missing the audience warmup, actors engage attendees in
something. The comic timing in some of the jokes and conversation. The audience is even
asked to pitch in on a couple songs.
scenes is nothing short of amazing.
As a total experience, the Melodrama is unique.
The scenes and costumes are simple yet effec
With
the combination of strong performances and
tive. They are enough to give the scenes context,
but not so busy as to take attention from the play nostalgic atmosphere, the Melodrama can be both
a great family outing and a truly original place to
ers.
go
on a date. One would have to try pretty hard
The show boasts a strong cast of experienced
p>erformers. One such talent is actor Tim Casto, a not to have a good time.
By Romiy Halstead
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Music and nature to meet for festival

C a le n d a r
Thunida>^ May 23
•Rodriguez plays at Activity Hour
in the University Union Plaza at
11 a.m. No cover.
•Liquid Sunshine rocks SLO Brew
at 9:30. $3 cover.
•Monty Mills performs country rock
at McLintocks Saloon at 10.
•Pontaix plays at M otherTavern
at 9:30. $3 cover,
•Entropy performs for Frog and
Peach at 8. No cover,
•Galactic Jack plays rock for Osos
Street Subs at 8:30. $1 cover.
Friday^ May 24
•Julie McCauley plays the electric
guitar for Linnaeas Cafe at 8. No
cover.
•The Fuzz & Functus rocks SLO
Brew at 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.
•Opus brings its alternative rock,
funk and ska to Boo Boo Records
at 6 p.m. No cover.
•Louie Ortega and the Wild
Jalapefios plays at Mother’s Tavern
at 9. $3 eover.
•Code Blues plays for Frog and

Peach at 8. No cover.
•Guy Budd Band performs for Osos
Street Subs at 8:30. $2 cover.
Saturday, May 25
•Shival Experience gives their rock
to SLO Brew at 9:30. No cover.
• brings its “Jazz of the ’90s” to
Osos Street Subs at 9. $2 cover.
•Bradley Ditto gives acoustic soul at
8 to Linnaeas Cafe, which turns 12
years old this month. No cover.
•Earl Thomas performs for Moth
er’s Tavern at 9, $3 cover.
•Neighbor Creep gives their first
performance to Frog and Peaeh at
9. No cover.
♦Carrol Jowell performs folk for
Nectar of the Bean at 8, No cover,
•Bands Jupiter’s Beard, Unfit and
Bom Naked play alternative rock
for Osos Street Subs at 9, $ I cover.
Highlights
•Guitarist Bill FoppiaiK) sings and
plays rock, blues and reggae with
his signature electronic backup
band. Foppiano gives a free concert
at Tortilla Fiats on May 24 at 4.

A DIRTY CAR IS A DIRTY SHAME!
FAST EDDIE’S SELF-SERVICE
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Healthy,
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Fast,
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2 LO C A T IO N S TO S E R V E YO U:
SA N L U IS O B IS P O

543-7473
273 PACIFIC
MON-SAT, 8:30-5:30
SA N TA M ARIA

922-1262
916 N BROADWAY
MON-FRI, 8:30-5:30

packed schedule. These activities with an 80 percent bottle and can
are in addition to the normal recycling program.
The spring festival is limited to
stage
entertainment.
Its home is a green meadow,
The music meadow transforms 3,500 adult camping tickets. The
surrounded by pine-covered
into
an outdoor concert arena and fall festival is held on Labor Day
mountains that echo the sweet
dance floor each day as thousands weekend and is limited to 4,000
music of the wind.
It houses the event that caters gather under blue skies or starry adult camping tickets.
The cost for either festival is
to the entire family providing the nights.
“It’s a family-oriented crowd. $100 for adults and $50 for chil
biannual, addictive weekend
Adults
tend to act more like dren 5 to 12 years old for the four
under the sun and stars.
The 25th Strawberry Music adults when there are a bunch of nights of camping and music.
Children 4 years and under are
Festival will run from May 23 to kids around,” Third said.
Poplar and birch trees surround free.
27 in Camp Mather. At 5,000 feet.
For tickets and more informa
Camp Mather is located next to a beautiful mountain lake within
the
350-acre
camp.
Birch
Lake,
as
tion,
call the Strawberry switch
Yosemite and offers more than
sweet fruit. It provides the perfect it is called, holds most of the non board at (209) 533-0191.
setting for musicians and music stage activities.
While
camping
lovers from across the nation.
under
the
tall
pines,
“Blue grass is a small part of it,”
those
in
tents,
trail
said Festival Manager Mitch
Third. “We realized there is a lot ers, motor homes or
of great music out there. That’s the rental cabins can
wandering
why we feature Cajun, blues, new enjoy
around
to
late-night
age, rock-a-belly and rock and roll
jam
sessions.
At sun
as well as blue grass,” Third said.
Truly a family-oriented festival. rise, campers can
Strawberry offers fun and enter enjoy hot showers and
tainment for all ages. Story cafeteria-type pan
telling, games, arts and crafts, tie- cake and egg break
fasts.
“W e feature Cajun,
Food concessions
range
from Italian to
blues, new age, rock-aMexican to Asian
belly and rock and roll
cuisines.
Other con
as well as blue grass”
cessions
display
arts
' '
Mitch Third
and crafts, clothing,
Festival Manager
musical instruments
dying, teen dances at Birch Lake, and those hard-to-get
swimming, yoga lessons, horse tapes and compact
back riding, nature hikes, music discs.
A staff of more than Lost yeor's attendee of the Strowfaefry Music Festivol lounged in the
workshops, cowboy p>oetry, danc
500
keep the festival sun while oil types of musk filled the fresh oir / Doily photo courtesy
ing, all night jam sessions and a
Sunday revival are all part of the trouble free and clean. of the Strawberry Music Festivol
By Roy Larsen

Doily Stoff Writer

V IETN AM : Female veterans come together to share memories
FroM poge B1

After a lot of hard work and
determination, Dickerson was
able to contact women who were
interested in joining the group.
For the first time ever,
Dickerson and six others have
prepared a display documenting
women’s service in Vietnam. The
display will hang on the gallery
wall at the Unitaria Universalist
Fellowship, 232 Foothill Blvd.,
from May 6 to 31.
Featured are personal pho
tographs and memorabilia depict
ing in-country experiences of two
American Red Cross recreation
workers, an American Red Cross
recreation supervisor, a U.S. Air
Force nurse and two U.S. Army
nurses.
Reminiscing on their experi
ences in Vietnam, Dickerson, an
American Red Cross recreation
supervisor, and Bonnie Anda, an
Air Force Nurse, shared what
they feared most about Vietnam
and how it affects them today.
“My story of being in Vietnam is
one-in-a-million,” Anda said. “We
all served in the same war, but
everyone has a different story.”
According to both Anda and
Dickerson, it’s scary “to come out
of their bunkers” and describe to
the community their experience.
“The group has been healing in
a lot of ways because we all share
a common thread — Vietnam,”
Anda said. “I’ve always felt isolat
ed and felt that no one would
understand.”
Looking back on her time spent
in Vietnam from 1970 to 1971,
Dickerson recalled being in
charge of approximately 30
women who were called “donut
dollies.”
“Donut dollies” were women
who presented different games
and programs to help the men get
their minds off the war.
A memory that lingers in
Dickerson’s mind is of a woman
named Cindy Richter, who was

the third American Red Cross the combat floor,” Anda said.
woman to die.
“I also met my husband there
“Cindy was one of mine — one and adopted my daughter from an
of my girls,” Dickerson said. “I orphanage where I would go to in
remember getting a call in Saigon my free time.”
Her daughter, Noi, is now 29
that she was critically ill and hos
pitalized.”
years old.
In speaking of their experi
According to Dickerson, Richter
was paralyzed from “Guillain ences, both women said they are
Barre,” but she never knew what fearful of what the community
it was that actually killed her at will think of their display, though
the time of the war.
the responses they have received
“I was so numb early on that have been positive.
death was just a part of life,”
“It was emotionally hard for all
Dickerson said. “After Cindy died, of us to dig through for items to
I stayed for a couple weeks to get present at the display,” Dickerson
the unit together, but we didn’t do said.
any grief work — we just kept on
“It’s scary to put a foot forward
going."
and explain to the community
The fact that Richter died, and what we did.”
Dickerson didn’t know why, leaves
That is why Anda’s feelings of
her feeling helpless and guilty.
being a patriotic American from
“I felt I didn’t do anything in the west and pride in America
the unit to help the other girls,” changed when she returned from
the war.
she said.
Anda agreed that there was no
“I shouldn’t have been there.
way to treat all casualties and to My feeling when I left there was
treat them as individuals.
that we raped the economy by
“Still with me in my mind is the inflation, raped the women and
thought of quadriplegics,” Anda raped the family structure.”
Anda added, “when we were
said.
Reflecting on her experience as there, we just did what we were
an Air Force Nurse on the neurol told — every soldier that went
ogy floor, Anda remembers a there knew it was their job.”
These thoughts and emotions
young soldier from Wyoming who
was paralyzed from the neck are put to reality in the display. In
down.
addition, the female veterans will
“I had a hard time seeing him share personal accounts of service
because I knew he could never with members and friends on May
again do anything he hoped to do 26 during a special Memorial
when he went home,” Anda said. weekend celebration. The pro
“I realized how much seeing quad gram begins at 9 a.m. and will be
riplegics affected me when ‘Born a celebration of strength, courage,
On the Fourth of July’ came out.” healing and spirit.
Highlights of the service will
Both women agreed that the
memories come back at the oddest include reading of poetry and
times — when they least expect it. prose written by the participating
Compared to many other stories female veteran.s and mu.sical except.s
and even Dickerson’s, Anda said from “Fire, Water, Paper: A Vietnam
her job was referred to as a Oratorio.”
“cushy” job because she wasn’t
For additional information
dealing with the wounded day in about the display or service, call
and day out.
Sharon Lewis Dickerson at 805“I had a positive Vietnam expe 773-5254 or Roslyn Strohl at 805rience because I didn’t work on 541-5215.
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California high court
to reconsider state’s
abortion consent law
By BobEgelko
Assotioted Press

SAN FRANCISCO — The
state Supreme Court, with
decisive votes from its two
newest members, agreed Wed
nesday to reconsider its April 4
ruling upholding California’s
parental consent law for minors’
abortions.
The court voted 4-3 last
month to allow enforcement of
the 1987 law, which would re
quire unmarried women under
18 to get consent from a parent
or approval from a judge to have
an abortion.
But since the ruling. Chief
Justice Malcolm Lucas and Jus
tice Armand Arabian, both mem
bers of the majority, have
retired.
Their successors. Justices
Ming Chin and Janice Rogers
Brown, both appointees of Gov.
Pete Wilson, joined the three
previous dissenters Wednesday
to vote for a rehearing.
Those dissenters were Chief
Justice Ronald George and Jus
tices Joyce K ennard and
Kathryn Mickle Werdegar. Jus
tices Stanley Mosk and Marvin
Baxter, the remaining members
of last month’s majority, did not
vote for a rehearing. No new
hearing date has been scheduled.
The ruling was not scheduled
to become final until July 3. The
consent law has never been en
forced.
The court seldom agrees to
reconsider its rulings but oc
casionally does so when a new
justice is appointed before a
ruling becomes final. Usually,

“Full Service Student Housing”
Meal Plans
Single or Double Rooms
Academic Support
Computer Lab
Fitness Center

the second ruling differs from the
first.
For example, when Chief Jus
tice Rose Bird and two liberal
colleagues were voted out of of
fice in 1986, a new conservative
majority, led by Lucas, voted to
reconsider about a half dozen
cases that had not yet become
final, and eventually reached dif
ferent results in each case. An
earlier retirement during the
Bird court led to a reconsidera
tion and a new ruling that
upheld state laws restricting
medical malpractice suits.
Parental consent is the court’s
most important abortion issue
since 1981, when the Bird court
struck down legislative restric
tions on Medi-Cal abortions for
poor women.
A San Francisco Superior
Court judge and a state appeals
court ruled that the consent law
violated minors’ right to privacy,
but the high court disagreed last
month.
In a ruling by Mosk, the court
said minors have fewer privacy
rights than adults, noting that
other state laws require parental
consent for numerous medical
procedures.

-

fS ten n erQ len -

1050 Footlhill Blvd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
(805) 544-4540

Intevac;
In n o v atio n and
A Solid R ep u tatio n .

Using your technical expertise you will service our customers on our complete product line, install and maintain equipment
with little supervision, troubleshoot, and maintain detailed records o f service visits. In addition, you will report safety issues
and costly repair problems, and explain all available service contracts to clients.

“The state unquestionably has
an interest in protecting the
physical and mental health of
unemancipated minors,” Mosk
wrote.
While doctors are already re
quired to decide whether a
patient seeking any operation
has given “informed consent,”
Mosk said a doctor may have a
financial stake in an abortion
and may therefore be less
neutral than a judge.

We require a BSME/EE or equivalent, along with a thorough understanding of electronic devices and troubleshooting
techniques. This would be a 1-1/2 to 2 year assignment leading to a manufacturing or design engineer position.
We offer excellent compensation and benefits. For immediate consideration please send your resume to; Marilyn Gillis,
Human Resources. Intevac Vacuum Systems Division, 690 Persian Drive, Building 38. Sunnyvale. CA 94089-1714.
Phone: 408/734-2733. Fax: 408/734-2928. E-mail: marigil^aol.com. EOE M/F/D/V.

intevac
Vacuum Systems Division
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Intevac is the recognized leader in hard
disk sputtering systems— and has been for
over a decade. Expansion is a priority
now— and w e’re looking for technical
talent to help take us into the next century.
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GARBAGE: Increase set to bring in extra revenue
From page 1

W e ’re Impacting T he
L ives O f O thers.
S o Can You
At PE Applied Biosystems, we're making some of the biggest breakthroughs in science come to life. We're creating instru
ments that change the way researchers identify and analyze the building blocks of life. Our DNA and protein analysis sys
tems have made identification of debilitating and deadly diseases possible...now we're looking for more team players—
ready to assist us as we continue to lead the way to rww sdentihc frontiers. So, if you are an undergraduate student pre
pared to impact the ever-changing world of science, we want to meet with you.

WE INVITE YOU TO MEET WITH THE MANAGERS OF
APPLIED BIOSYSTEMS AT THE SPRINGBOARD
JOB FAIR ON MAY 23,19%
Contact Cal Poly Career Services for further details.

S u m m er iNnRNSHiPS F o r O

ur

M a n u fa c t u r in g G r o u p

MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MAJORS
In these summer roles, you'll be responsible for general manufacturing engineering functions to include resolution of tech
nical problems and interface with suppliers to resolve technical issues. To qualify, you must be a Junior with 2 years of com
pleted course work and experience in technical support in an instrument manufactiuing environment. Experience in
AutoCAD, electro-mechanical assembly, or LabView highly desired.
PE Applied Biosystems is the fastest-growing division of the Perkin-Elmer Corporation, offering an independent and entreprerwurial envirorunent that encourages creativity and innovation. If you are unable to meet with us but are interested in
exploring these opportunities, please send resume to: PE Applied Biosystems, Mila Ostojic, Ref #MFG-INT, 850 Lincoln
Centre Drive, Foster City, CA 94404 or e-mail to biocareer©perkin-elmer.com. FAX: (415) 638-5874. Or see our home page
on the WWW at http:/ / www.jjerkin-elmer.com/ab. We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer.

Applied Biosystems
A DIVISION OF PERKIN-ELMER

Need Cash?
Your toughest quarter is fiim
You need money to get to t|
for bock in Jonuoi
next year.
Big problem, rig|

^^^hind you.
^ -o p that you interviewed
Hie
for school

W ro n g .
The College Book Co

In front
or on Dexter

diversion,“ Settle said. “It is far
more expensive and difficult to
find a new landfill today. This is
an effort to extend the life of
what we’ve got.”
The council report did not ad
dress the costs of the rate in
creases to residents, but San
Luis Obispo resident LaVeme
Schneider gave some of her own
findings during the public com
ment period.
“The June increase will bring
in $12,447 for one month —
$149,370 for the year,” Schneider
said. “The January increase will
bring in $10,532 a month, or
$126,390 for the year.
“TTiis is entirely too much of
an increase,” she added.
According to council member
Dave Romero, the San Luis Gar
bage Co., which handles the
city’s waste disposal, operates on
an 8 percent per-year profit, so
most of the benefits of the rate
increase will go directly to the
green-waste program. The cost of
the program will be about
$260,000.
According to the program
plan, all city residents will be
given a 90-gallon receptacle for
green waste disposal. Residents
who currently have 90-gallon
receptacles for garbage disposal
will be given 60-gallon recep
tacles. Residents should then use
the new containers for garbage
and the old ones for green waste.
The staff plans to mail
brochures and place radio and
newspaper advertisements in
June to alert residents of the
program and its effects on their
curbside pickup.
Romero said he supported the
program, but was concerned be
cause all residents will pay for
the green waste disposal regard
less of whether they utilize it.
“I wonder how many people
now don’t even need the 90-gal
lon container, and won’t need the
60-gallon containers after their
green waste is removed,” Romero
said. “My hope is that we’ll have

a smaller, possibly 30-gallon can,
at a lower rate for smaller
families.”
In a separate motion, the
council also unanimously voted
to in stitu te a new sewer
rehabilitation program.
The program, in which resi
dents will participate on a strict
ly voluntary basis, will inspect
sewer lines by cost of repairs.
According to David Hicks, the
Waste Water Manager for San
Luis Obispo, the diagnosis sec
tion will involve a video inspec
tion with a special camera built
to fit inside four-inch sewer lines.
From this diagnosis, the city
crew will advise residents on
what needs to be repaired.
Residents must then hire a
contractor to perform the work.
The city will reimburse residents
for half the cost, up to a maxi
mum of $1,000.
A date for implementation of
this program was not given.
The co u n c il a llo c a te d
$200,000 from the city’s budget
to pay for the prog^ram over the
next two fiscal years; $25,000 for
the camera and the balance for
reimbursements.
Council member Kathy Smith
supported the plan, but asked
staft to include a stipulation that
the city enter into an agreement
with residents before the diag
nosis and work are performed.
“I feel it would be much more
effective to assume that we are
doing this together,” Smith said.
“I’m pleased to see this is volun
tary.”
San Luis Obispo resident
Naoma Wright supported the
plan as well.
“We need this program
desperately in the Foothill area,”
said Wright, an 18-year resident
of Foothill Boulevard.
According to Wright, the
sewer pipes on her street often
get clogged with various obstruc
tions, such as whole rolls of
paper towels and even clothing.

AWARDS: Recipient buys clutch with prize money
From page 1
Faculty are nominated by stu
dents and other faculty and
evaluated by separate commit
tees for college and industry
awards. The committees set
criteria and interviewed the
finalists. then made recommen
dations to the dean.
“They looked at grants,
publications and how you are
helping students and other facul
ty,” Kolkailah said. “Through my
research, I’ve gotten internation
al and national recognition, and
I’ve established a program to ad
vise doctorate students from
Egypt, my original country. I was.
not surprised when I heard
about my nomination.”
Wilson said four faculty mem
bers sat in on his lectures before
recognizing him for his teaching

ability.
“I have a lot of enthusiasm
and I try to let that carry over
into the classroom,” he said. “I
joke around, tell stories to get
their attention. I’m also fair and
rigorous, and I give a lot of en
couragement. The students are
the ultimate judges.”
Balfour, who received one of
the staff awards, said she was
surprised to win because of com
petition from the seven depart
ments within the College of En
gineering.
“(My boss and colleagues)
made me look good on paper,”
Balfour said. “I say ‘thank you’ to
all the people that supported
me.
Balfour added that money
from the award paid for a clutch
for her car.

IE 3-r^from 8am - 4pm

m -j3:30pm.

Bring your book» dnd ydùrÌMll^^
Leave with casH ai^d your Cdi Poly ID.
Simple, huh?
|

Bookstore
Need cheap student supplies for next quarter?
We've got you covered. Save 20% on all student supplies June 3-7."
*Does not include com puters or b o oks

Le t IC B E lis t a ll jo u r Textbooks fo r sa le
O D o u r Studeot N etw ork!

YOU DECIDE THE SALE PRICE!!!
For o o lj a S 2 .0 0 liaiiag p rirr per book,
tkooMOoda of rollef|e «todeota io yoor area A
nalioow ide w ill kavr arrcaa io ia lo o a
parrkaainfl Ike baoka dirrrily fro at yaa!

■Sellinit Your Textbooks Soon?*
In ie r-t’ampua Book Exchange
1433 M onterey Si. #€’-101
San Lnin Obiapo, Ca 93405
<805^783-BOOK
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Student rips
down Nazi
flag in war
history lesson

Assodaled Press

ANTIOCH, Calif. — A paint
ing of a Nazi flag displayed as a
symbol of wartime propaganda
and racism was too successful,
said a black high school student
who ripped it down.
Kieran Cox, 16, said the swas
tika-emblazoned flag is more
than just history to him.

"I had to walk by that dag
every day,” he said. “Some white
students would walk by and give
the Nazi salute. When I think
about neo-Nazis and white
supremacists, it really upsets me
to see p>eople do that. I couldn’t
take it anymore, so I just
reached out and pulled it down,”
he said.
“It’s the same as 'waking up

one morning and finding a burn
ing cross on my lawn,” he said.
Although Cox was scolded for
the May 14 incident, and
teachers promptly put it back on
the wall, Cox’s mother said Tues
day her son did the right thing.
She’s demanding that school
officials take down the flag paint
ing and other student artwork,
some of which depicts a mother

CLASSIFIED

M
f.,-rT»
Wanted

JO E p i^ b iu b s

^

MODELS WANTED
Art Student working on project
need male and female for
fashion shooot. Call Sabrina
to discuss details. 782-0897

VINES
TO WINE
Last Meeting of the Quarter!
Tues. 5/28 7pm 10-206 Hear our
speaker & get party details!

CRU ISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up to
$2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions.
No exp necessary. For info call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60055
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Announcements

Services

CASH FO R COM ICS AND GAMING ITEM S
New Comics Wednesday Mornings!
New Games Weekly. C A P T NEMO
COM ICS 779 Marsh, 544-NEMO

ALPHA C R IS IS PREG N A N CY C E N T E R
24 HOUR LIFELIN E-C O N FID EN TIA L
F R E E PREG N AN CY TESTIN G
541-CARE (541-2273)

CASH PAID FO R USED"cb^S, T A P E S , &
LP ’S. C H EA P T H R ILLS and R E C Y C L E D
R E C O R D S - 563 Higuera. New Release
CD's only $12.98 - Open M-Sat Till 8

MOVE OUT
CLEANERS

Put it in the Mustang Daily and
G E T R E S U LT S !
Stop by the Mustang Daily Office
Graphic Arts Bldg Rm 26 or fill
out a form at the UU desk. It’s
simple, easy and effective!!
Mustang Daily - At Your Sen/ice!

547-9030

-----------------ffg lTJlBIl'P g---------------IMMED POSITION AVAIL. IN
G E R IA T R IC R EH A B IN SAN LU IS
O BISPO A R EA WITH P R O G R E S S IV E
COMPANY C A LL SY N E R G Y REH AB
1-800-605-2321
FA X:415-391-6860

SCORE MORE!!
G MAT 72 Pts
G R E214Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

" SEX ENHANCER!

Paintball $20

H ER B A L FORM ULA-SAFE-GUARANTEED!
24HR INFO/ORDERING 800-549-1419

A LL DAY 4 $20111 Call 546-0535

AON AOn AOfI AOn AOn AOII AOII ACMI

Greek Week
Champions!

"SAY IT WRITE" I W ILL PRO O F.
PO LISH . ED IT . AND/OR T Y P E YOUR
P A P E R , P R O JE C T , OR R EP O R T . CA LL
545-8750 FO R F R E E ESTIM ATE.

Travel

aon

E U R O P E $269.
Be a little flexible and SA VE $$$
We’ll help you beat the airline
prices. Destination worfwide
AIRHITCH tm. 1-800-397-1098
airhitch© netcom.com

Congratulations Theta on your
Greek Week su ccess!

Events;

WHEELMEN

BIKE FIX
TODAY

UU PLAZA 10-2
$5 TUNE UP

S

STU D EN T W O RKS PAINTING/
F/T Summer, Wrkoutdrs,$5-8/HR
No exp. nec/Painting exp. helps
Start ASA P, Lori 1-800-493-3774

SUMMER JOBS

r . Word ProcessHiO

Greek News

A o n womeri are on fire!
AOII A o ri AOII A o ri A o n A o n A o ri

EXPERIEN CED PAINTER NEEDEED!
JU N E -S E P T E M B E R $7.25-$8.25/HR.
F A R R E L L SM YTH, INC. 543-2636

We Do the dirty work, you get
your deposit back.

GOT SOMETHIN’
TO SELL?
GOT SOMETHIN’
TO RENT?

^TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK - Make
up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S.Korea. No teaching
backround or Asian languages
required. For information call:
(206) 971-3570 ext J60054

Fine High Sierra Resort
seeks live-ln counselors (20-up)
to TEACH:
"Western Equitation(1)
"Naturalist: Lead Adult Hikes(l)
"Pre-School: Exp Ages 2-6(3)
"Adult Crafts & Jewelry(2)
ALSO NEED:
"Mt Top Shop Mgr/Secretary
"Horse Care & Groom(l)
1800-227-9966
Dates: Jun 13 to Sept 5,1996

For Sale __

’ Opportunities
mCAUTION!!!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call
301-306-1207.

clutching her child in a gas
chamber and Adolf Hitler taking
over the world. Another painting
refers to the Japanese as “Japs”
a derogatory reference United
States residents used during
World War II.
But school officials are sup
porting the project and have said
the artwork will remain on the
wall.

JOAOmmE IHMUSTAH6 DAILYCLASSIFIEDS, CALL756-1143

For Sale

Rental Housing

INTERNET

GREAT SUMMER SU BLET 2bdrm House
close to Poly+STEVEtheNEIGHBOR
H 20,TRASH ,CA BLE PAID $650/mo.obo
CA LL NOWIAMYorJEN ©544-3273

UNLIMITED W ORLD WIDE W EB A C C E S S
UNLIMITED W EB SP A C E & FR E E DESIGN
NO BU SY SIGNALS! $25/M0781-6600

SLO for Sale

Leave ads for F R E E on the web.
http://www.sloforsale.com
T R E K 850 Mountain Bike For Sale
16.5’ frame, very good shape
Asking $250 OBO.
Call Larry 543-9599

Bicycles
SCHWINN 5 S P E E D C R U IS E R $60
GOOD SH A PE C A LL DAVID 528-1809

Roommates

I AM LOOKING
FOR A ROOM
FOR FA LL Q U ARTER
"Female roommates preferred
"Own room wanted
CA LL SABRINA © 782-0897
Room to share in nice house
female, non-smoker, start fall
close to Poly 543-9010 Julie

Rental Housli
$1250, Pick up INFO S H E E T ©
415 No.Chorro or call 543-8370
3BR,3 FU LL BATH, W ASHER& DRYER,
AVAIL 6/21. BOB 310-373-7998
5BR.3.5BA,AVAIL6/15,W ASHER/DRY‘
E X C E L P A R K .E T C KAY 310-373-7999
60 CASA S T TOW NHOUSES NOW
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR S E P T
Non-smoker, Quiet
NO P E T S 543-7555 "Ask for Bea’

2 twin size storage pedestals
w/polyurethane mattress pads
Great for extra storage space
for college students. $100.
Call 541-5727.

Apts, for June or sept. 2 bedim
Fum Near Poly,$620/mo for 12mo lease w/lower summer rate;
$660/mo tor 10-mo lease; Lower
summer rental avail; 543-8517

Complete Salt Water Setiw w/cab
55 gal Tall black back Filter
everything you need, all new in
box. $500 Cindy 545-5832

Cedar Creek-2Bed-2Bath-Avail in
June - 12 Mo Lease ©$1,000/mo.
Units 25 A, 55 M Pick up info
flyer © 55 N Stenner - 543-8370

So. Ca. family looking for
summer Get-Away We Love SLO
Seeking furnished house/famV?
For one month-July/August.
Great references! P!ease Call
Mara or Steve (805) 255-1666.
SPECIA L SUMMER QUARTER DISCOUNT
2BD/1.5BA TOWNHOUSES $1100TOTAL
JUNE 15-SEPTEMBER 6 - 543-2636

SUMMER
RENTALS

Comfortable and Affordable
Furnished and Unfurnished
$500 for entire summer
Call Dave 544-8236
Summer Sublet great rm w/ loft
avail in 3bdrm house w/ ferKed
big yard $300 call now 545-8023

SUMMER SUBLET
1-2 M/F, Rm in 3bdrm house
close to dwntn wash/dryer
avail, after grad, no pets.
Poss. of lease for next year
$225 OBO per month
SABRINA OR ALISON 782-0897

Summer Sublet

Conveniently between campus and
downtown Washer/Dryer $270/mo
ask tor Brian 549-8170
SUM M ER S U B L E T
4 BIG BDRM S IN CONDO w/sm yard
$250/mo Call Cindy 781-0567

Summer Sublet

3bd/2ba house,laundry.close to
town only &850/mo Call 783-0741

Homes for Sale
F R E E L IS T OF A LL H O U SES & CONDOS
FO R SA LE IN SLO Farrell
Smyth R/E Steve Nelson
‘ "543-8370*"
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‘Lost your ‘air brakes.’ Ha! That’s very funny, Dewey.
OK, let’s take a break. When we return, we'll talk
more about your book, ‘Sky Surfing: W hy I Quit.’”
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Locals get first look at ‘their’ bears; saved from execution
Asiocwted Press__________________________

BIG BEAR LAKE, Calif. — It
wasn’t too big, and it wasn’t too
small. Apparently, the three
bears’ new home was just right.
Local people got a glimpse
Tuesday of a mother and two
young grizzlies they saved from
execution by raising money to
build them a den at Moonridge
Animal Park.
Begun in January when
Mo o n r i d g e c u r a t o r Don
Richardson learned of the bears’

plight, the “bring ‘em back alive”
campaign started with bake
sales and garnered international
publicity th at helped raise
$108,000.
Volunteers rushed to design
and build a 10,000-square-foot,
pine-shaded habitat at the com
munity zoo. Without the effort,
wildlife authorities would have
put the bears to death.
Natives of the Yellowstone
Park area, the bears had lost
their fear of humans. They were
relocated but kept getting into

trouble.
Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle
gave them temporary quarters
while the building went on at
this ski resort 80 miles east of
Los Angeles.
The bears’ debut was planned
over the Memorial Day weekend,
but Moonridge allowed locals a
preview.
As former fund-raisers looked
on, the cubs, now 16 months old
and nearly 200 pounds, kept
busy rearranging rocks and play
ing with a beer keg floating in a

6-foot-deep pond.
Their mother explored the
trunk of a towering pine. Griz
zlies aren’t supposed to be clim
bers, but she shinnied about 30
feet up the tree to get a look at
nearby homes and ski slopes.
Richardson said low-voltage
wire will be wrapped around the
big Jeffrey pine to keep the bears
inside.
“This is great,” Howard Cripe
said. The retired phone engineer
is one of many who stuffed dollar
bills into donation cans in village

shops.
“The place looks good,” he
said. “The bears look happy.”
Grizzlies have been extinct in
the wild in California since 1906.
Indians from the San Manuel
tribe donated thousands of dol
lars from bingo and casino parlor
proceeds, and some came to bless
the bears and name the mother.
From now on she’ll be known
as
“T u t u , ” m e a n i n g
“grandmother,” said tribal chair
man Henry Duro.

RVLOMO: ‘Being gay is a very important part of my life, but it’s not the only thing in my life,’ Palomo said.
From page 1

religions as a whole. He became
disgusted with the way religion
was used by people like Pat
Robertson and the religious right
to ostracize homosexuals or
anyone else they didn’t like.
He pointed to examples such
as the war in the former Yugos
lavian republics and unrest in
the Middle East and Northern
Ireland.
“Religion is one of the most
destructive institutions created
by man,” Palomo said.
Though Palomo’s beliefs about
religion as a whole run toward

the negative, he also admits that
organized religion has given
mankind some of its greatest
gifts.
Palomo said religion
teaches morals and helps to
build communities at a time
when our society desperately
needs it.
Palomo said the church is an
important source of many of our
great works of art, music and
literature, as well as myth and
wisdom. The church also helps
people make sense of the un
known, an important function,
he said.
“They put down morals for
people to follow, but most

religions get carried away with
the myth and forget the message
behind the myth,” Palomo said.
Palomo’s hiring did not go un
noticed by members of the
religious right.
A local right-wing talk show
host in Austin tried to make his
job harder by sending a letter to
clergy in the area informing
them of Palomo’s homosexuality,
he said. The letter attempted to
persuade clergy not to cooperate
with Palomo after he wrote a
story about the host’s efforts to
boycott businesses that adver
tised in the local homosexual
newspaper.

But Palomo said most local
clergy have not heeded the letter
and have been very supportive of
his articles.
“Being gay is a very important
part of my life, but it’s not the
only thing in my life,” Palomo
said.
Palomo’s sexual orientation
has played an important role in
his career, however.
Palomo attempted to “come
out” in a column he wrote in the
Hoviston Post about gay-bashing
incidents in Houston, but was
dissuaded by his editors. He
agreed to numerous interviews
with local newspapers about the
incident and was fired soon after.

He was eventually rehired,
but only after members of the
local homosexual community
protested the decision by jam
ming the newspaper’s fax line
and putting “out of order” signs
on the paper dispensers.
Palomo covered many other
topics with his column. Although
he said he was a little “gun shy”
when it came to exploring gay-re
lated topics in religion, he said
he wants to explore the area fur
ther.
He was especially proud of an
article he wrote about the seven
deadly sins, as explored in the
popular movie “Seven.”
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Tues May 28

Save 10%
off all

Microsoft Products
in stock

DRIVERS
Hot Happenings
at the Hut
If you're an energetic individual
who enjoys working in a fastpaced environment rise to the
occasion and put a little extra
dough in your pocket this summer
with a hot job at Pizza Hut
Our drivers not only have a lot of
fun, but they enjoy the many bene
fits that come from being part of
an international organization like
PepsiCo Food Service-benefits
such as earnings of $7-$1Q/hour,
health and dental insurance, auto
liability insurance for drivers, flex
ible hours, paid vacation (if work
ing 2(k hours per week), incentive
programs and opportunity for
advancement. You can't top thatl
Drop by your neighborhood Pizza
Hut and applyl

p

El Corral Bookstore's
GRADUATION SALE
Wed May 29
20% off

Tjnirs May 30
2 0 % off

all

Cal Poly^'clothing,

General Books
in stock

sample of savings

liKludes already (Sscoifited Best Sellers

Microsoft Office Pro

One Day ONLY

reg price: $199 »•
sale price: $179 «

excludes special orders and textbooks
N o Book C lub C ard cred it

gifts, greeting cards,
bookbags, stationery,
gift wrap, frames,
and lots more...
Save an additional
20% off all
SALE clothing

Finals Week june 3-7

Textbook Buyback and...
Save 20% off all Student & Office Supplies
including paper products, pens, mechanical pencils,
desk accessories, electronic supplies, art supplies,
desk lamps, portfolios, and more...

t ^

4lut
Equal Opportunity Etnployer.

EIG D rral

B ookstore

